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Drawback of observational studies
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We can leverage genetic variation to (partly) overcome these issues
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> Basic principle: “genetic variants which mirror the 
biological effects of a modifiable environmental exposure 
and alters disease risk should be associated with disease 
risk to the extent predicted by their influence on exposure 
to the risk factor.”

> The random allocation of genetic variants from parents 
to offspring means these variants will generally be 
unrelated to other factors which affect the outcome.

> Furthermore, associations between the genotype and 
the outcome will not be affected by reverse causation 
because disease does not affect genotype

Mendelian Randomization

Ebrahim & Davey Smith, Hum Genet 2008
Davey Smith & Ebrahim, Int J Epi 2004
Boehm & Zhou, Comp Str Biotech J 2022



Hingorani & Humphries, Lancet 2005

Expected outcome from hypothetical randomized clinical trial of selective CRP-lowering intervention, 
and from Mendelian randomization analysis, if CRP were causal in developing CV.

Possible effects of C-reactive protein (CRP) concentrations on 
cardiovascular (CV) events



1. Relevance assumption: G (SNP or a combination 
of SNPs) is robustly associated with X (exposure)

2. Independence assumption: G is unrelated to any 
confounders C, that can bias the relationship 
between G and Y (outcome). In other words, there 
are no common causes of G and Y (e.g., 
population stratification) 

3. Exclusivity assumption: G is related to Y only 
through its association with X—i.e., G is not 
associated with Y either directly or indirectly 
through other traits (i.e., no pleiotropy)

The three key assumptions in MR analyses
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MR Dictionary: https://mr-dictionary.mrcieu.ac.uk/

Pleiotropy: The potential for genetic variants to associate with multiple phenotypes



> A “weak” instrument variable (IV) has been defined as having F<10, where

> Weak IVs can lead to biased effect estimates (in the direction of the 
observed X-Y association) in the presence of confounding of the X–Y 
relationship. 

Assumption 1: Relevance assumption

R2 is variance in X explained by the IV(s), 
n is sample size and k is number of IVs

Pierce, IJE 2011
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> G is independent of factors (measured and unmeasured) that confound 
the X-Y relationship

> Since G is randomized at birth and thus, independent of non-genetic 
confounders and not modified by the course of disease, the main 
concern is population stratification; i.e., if ancestry is related to G and Y. 

> If you have individual-level data, you can adjust for this (e.g., PCs)

Assumption 2: Independence assumption
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> This assumption is the trickiest

> Assumes that G is only associated with Y via X and thus the association 
between G and Y is fully mediated by X and not through any unmeasured 
factor(s). 

Assumption 3: Exclusivity assumption
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Scenarios invalidating assumption 3
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> In which examples (a-f) below do the MR assumptions not hold for assessing 
the association between exposure (X) and outcome (Y)? Why? Why not? 

BREAKOUT ACTIVITY

Burgess, Wellcome Open Res 2019



> In which examples (a-f) below do the MR assumptions not hold for assessing 
the association between exposure (X) and outcome (Y)? Why? Why not? 

BREAKOUT ACTIVITY

Burgess, Wellcome Open Res 2019

Ok! No alternate path from G to Y

Pathway from G to Y does not pass via the 
exposure; assumptions not met. However, 
assumptions are met for the related variable, 
which could instead be tested as the exposure.

Reverse causation; G incorrectly identified as 
primarily affecting the exposure



Haycock et al, Am J Clin Nutr 2016



> Access to SNPs, risk factor, and outcome for all participants

> The causal effect of X on Y can be estimated using 2-stage least-squares (2SLS) 
regression:

1. X = a + 	𝛾𝐺
2. Y = c + 𝛽𝑋∗, where 𝑋∗ are the genetically predicted exposure levels as 

measured in (1)  

> The causal estimate is given by 𝛽
> Can be implemented in R using the “ivpack” package
> Weak IVs cause bias towards the confounded X-Y association 

One-sample MR



> GWAS summary statistics for G-X and the G-Y associations are estimated 
in two non-overlapping samples. 

> Assumes the two populations are similar (ancestry, age, etc.)

> Weak IVs cause bias towards the null

> Note: The G-X and G-Y associations need to be coded using the same 
effect allele

Two-sample MR



Two-sample MR

Example IV criteria (can vary) based on G-X
• Genome-wide significant variants (P<5x10-8)
• Independent (e.g., r2<0.10)
• Common (MAF>1%, if sufficiently large N)
• Exclude palindromic variants (e.g., A/T, G/C) if MAF~50%
• Exclude incompatible alleles between G-X and G-Y (e.g., if a variant has A/G alleles 

for exposure but A/C for outcome

Extract these variants from G-X and G-Y GWAS summary statistics to conduct MR

Hemani et al., eLife 2018



Two-sample MR: Inverse-variance weighted (IVW) 
method to estimate the causal effect of X on Y
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#!  is the inverse 
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Hemani et al., eLife 2018



> http://app.mrbase.org/

> A web-based platform (MR-Base) and an R-package “TwoSampleMR’.

> Has catalogued thousands of genotype-phenotype associations and also allows 
manual file upload.

MR-base: An easy tool for Mendelian Randomization 
Analysis

http://app.mrbase.org/


Click on ‘Perform MR analysis’



Select the exposure (Instrumental variable),
outcome and analysis scheme here.



Can either use the instruments provided by MR-base,
Or use the manually uploaded file.

Selection criteria of SNPs

Search for the exposure of interest here.

Specify the literature 
to be included here



Select the instruments 
to be included
In your MR analysis



Choose the outcome of the MR analysis

Search for the outcome of interest

Select the outcome GWAS data to be used



Move forward 
and set up the
MR analysis

After setting up the analysis scheme,
click here to submit the request to 
perform the MR analysis



Results appear
after the analysis
is done

# of instruments were found in the outcome GWAS,
which were used in the MR analysis.

Test statistics corresponding to 
MR analysis approaches selected.

Causal effect of exposure 
on outcome, by SNP

Download the generated datasets or MR analysis results here.

Evidence of heterogeneity of associations (confirmed in “Heterogeneity 
statistics” tab) suggests some SNPs exhibit horizontal pleiotropy.

…but MR-Egger is unbiased even if heterogeneity assumption is violated, 
and MR-Egger is significant here.



> (Explore MR-Base (http://www.mrbase.org) to conduct your own MR 
study. Run an MR study of smoking pack years and lung cancer risk 
following the example in class. )

BREAKOUT ACTIVITY

Details about MR-Base: Hemani et al., eLife 2018 (https://elifesciences.org/articles/34408)

http://www.mrbase.org/


> Approach to overcome reverse 
causation (XßàY)

> IVs for both X and Y are used to assess 
the causal association in both 
directions 

1. Is GX associated with Y?
2. Is GY associated with X?

(Also confirm that GX is associated with X 
and that GY is associated with Y 

Bidirectional MR analysis
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> There is a consistent observed association between high BMI and 
high CRP levels

BMI and CRP – what causes what?

Timpson et al, Int J Obesity 2011

Blue dots represent a scatter plot of the correlation between 
circulating CRP and residual BMI. Gray areas represent 
95! confidence regions around IV estimates. Black area 
represents 95! confidence regions around simple linear 
regression estimates.

Gray:	95%	CI	for	FTO loci	as	IV	for	residual	BMI. Gray:	95%	CI	for	CRP locus	rs3091244	as	IV	for	CRP.



The observed association between circulating CRP and measured BMI 
is suggested to be driven by BMI, with adiposity causally influencing 
circulating CRP levels and not vice-versa

Timpson et al, Int J Obesity 2011



> Large sample sizes are needed 
– As genetic effects on risk factors are typically small, MR estimates of association have 

much wider confidence intervals than conventional epidemiological estimates.

> Consider the three core assumptions and how they apply in your study
– In practice, this is very difficult, especially for the third assumption of no pleiotropy.

> Look for consistency across MR approaches
– Tells you how robust your results are given the different assumptions

> In the end, it is a helpful tool to complement observational findings
– You can never assume causality because you can never be 100% sure that all 

assumptions are met

Considerations for MR analyses



Burgess, Wellcome Open Research 2020



> Encodes several methods for performing Mendelian randomization analyses with 
summarized data. Summarized data on genetic associations with the exposure and with 
the outcome can be obtained from large consortia. These data can be used for 
obtaining causal estimates using instrumental variable methods.

> https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MendelianRandomization/index.html

> https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHjMrVSqOu1rcrYQPAD_bNA

Mendelian Randomization in R

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MendelianRandomization/index.html
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHjMrVSqOu1rcrYQPAD_bNA

